your president has just expressed, that the two subjects did not seem to have a very close relation, they seemed, in fact, to be independent of each other; the first points to the advancement of the teacher, and the second seems to concern itself with the good of the pupils. But a second thought shows that there is an underlying idea which unites and binds these two topics together, that is, the topics mean opportunities for effective teaching of physics, or perhaps the most favorable opportunities for the most effective teaching of physics; and that formula may perhaps be reduced to si'mply this: Ideal conditions of teaching physics. A teacher should know his subject accurately as far as he has to teach it and he must know more than he has to teach, or he cannot teach well, must know far more than he could expect to impart to any scholar. He must have a knowledge of his subject in perspective. He must be able to see the subject in its right relations.
What does mastery of a subject do for you? As a teacher, it must be of use in the presence of your class; it gives you confidence and that your pupils are sure to feel; it gives you power over yourself; it puts into your hands all the faculties that you 
